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The ECB continues its tightening cycle 
 

• The ECB delivered the second rate hike of the current tightening cycle, 

raising its policy rate by 25bps to 1.50%. We expect the policy rate to reach 

1.75% by the end of the year. 

• The ECB has suspended the collateral requirement rules for Portuguese 

government bonds after they have been downgraded to below 

investment status by Moody’s.  

• ELA facility could be used for liquidity provision to Greek banks if 

government bonds fall to default status.  

• Divergent growth pattern complicates monetary policy, as higher rates 

put a further burden on public and private finances in the periphery.  

• Risks to inflation remain on the upside, implying that a more aggressive 

tightening cycle might materialize.  

 

“monitor very closely” signal in Trichet’s 

Introductory Statement implies that this rate 

hike is not the end of the current hiking cycle. 

Based on our assessment of a rebound in 

economic strength in the second half of the year, 

we expect the ECB to deliver one more rate 

increase in October, raising the main refinancing 

operations rate to 1.75%. 

Collateral rules suspension for Portugal 

As has been the case for Greece and Ireland, the 

ECB announced its decision to suspend the 

application of the minimum credit rating 

threshold in the collateral eligibility 

Figrequirements for marketable debt 

instruments issued or guaranteed by the 

Portuguese government. The suspension will be 

maintained until further notice.  

The waiver of the rating threshold for 

government bonds of program countries used as 

collateral has diminished the role of the rating 

agencies in the formation of monetary policy in 
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Another rate hike despite weaker data. 

The ECB continues the tightening cycle with 

another unanimous hike by 25bps, bringing its 

policy rate to 1.50%. Further tightening of 

monetary policy comes at a time when the euro 

area economy is loosing strength, as is evident 

by both soft and hard data. Accommodative 

monetary policy bodes well with modest money 

supply (M3) growth (Figure 1), which is likely to 

remain subdued due to weaknesses of the 

financial sector. However, ECB officials focus on 

price stability, implying that headline inflation is 

the preferred measure of price developments, 

as opposed to the FED, which focuses on the 

progress of the economic recovery and core 

inflation. As is evident by Figure 2, headline 

inflation picks up very fast any change in energy 

prices, which justifies the ECB’s pre-emptive 

action to tame inflationary pressures due to 

elevated commodity prices.  

While the ECB has acknowledged the recent 

decline in economic growth momentum, the 
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the euro area. However, it remains unclear whether the ECB will 

accept Greek bonds if they are downgraded to default status by 

all three rating agencies. Trichet refrained from giving a clear 

answer, sticking to his “no to selective default” stance. We believe 

that if Greek government bonds fall to default grade, the Greek 

banking sector could continue having access to ECB lending 

through the Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) facility. In that 

case, liquidity would be provided through the Bank of Greece, 

which will accept assets that the ECB does not accept as 

collateral, most likely imposing large haircuts.  

Figure 1 
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Figure2 
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Divergent growth pattern complicates monetary policy. 

The ECB continues facing the “one size fits all problem” due to the 

divergent recovery pattern in the euro area. The current low level 

of policy rates does not look appropriate for Germany’s 

outstanding performance. At the same time, the euro area 

periphery needs accommodative policy to breathe. Higher rates 

in the euro zone, coupled with strong headwinds to the US 

economy, have led to euro appreciation that affects adversely 

euro area exports (Figure 3). The strong euro also affects 

adversely periphery members’ efforts to improve their 

competitiveness and rebalance their growth towards external 

demand. In addition, debt service payments for program 

countries, i.e. Ireland, Portugal and Greece, become heavier as 

they are tied to the Euribor. Finally, higher rates place a heavier 

burden on borrowers in several countries, such as Spain, Italy and 

Ireland, where the majority of mortgage loans are floating rate 

indexed to the Euribor. Overall, higher rates create a mix of tight 

monetary and fiscal policy which is unfavorable to growth in debt 

laden countries.  

EA inflation outlook: Headline CPI has edged lower, but risks 

remain on the upside. 

The recent decline in energy prices has caused headline inflation 

to edge lower to 2.7% in May, after peaking in April at 2.8% year-

on-year. The energy component of the headline CPI has been 

sliding downwards since March, as elevated commodity prices 

have curbed global growth, which, in turn, led to a decline in oil 

demand and an unwinding of speculative positions in oil. We 

expect oil prices to remain flat for the next few months due to the 

soft patch of the global recovery. Our assessment is that euro area 

headline inflation has reached its peak and we expect it to turn 

out at 2.6% (average yearly growth). Nevertheless, risks for energy 

prices remain on the upside, suggesting that the ECB will monitor 

closely their impact on inflation. Global growth remains solid and 

is expected to regain momentum later in the year, pushing higher 

demand for energy. In addition, unrest in the Middle East/North 

Africa region is lingering and it could take a turn for the worse at 

any time. Furthermore, food prices are likely to remain on an 

upward trend due to unfavorable weather conditions.  

Signs of second round effects have emerged as euro area core 

inflation jumped to 1.6% in April from 1% in February, before 

slipping lower by 0.1% in May. Yet, the remaining economic slack 

is expected to keep core inflation pressures contained. While 

negotiated wages (Figure 4) have started increasing as labor 

unions push for higher compensation, unemployment remains 

high and is expected to recede at a very slow pace. However, 

wage developments in countries with tight labor market 

conditions, most notably Germany, deserve to be monitored as 

an indicator of future ECB monetary policy decisions.  
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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